Cyborg

Do 1 activity from each category to earn your Cyborg pin.

Explore
☐ Read about the Robotics Design Process.
☐ Research ASIMO or RoboBees.
☐ Read a science fiction book about robots.

Write
☐ Imagine you have a robot pet. Write about your pet and his/her abilities.
☐ Write an essay about how robots have changed our world.
☐ Write a story about a robot invasion of America.

Create
☐ Create a diorama of a scene from your robot invasion story.
☐ Design a prototype of your own robot.
☐ Draw a poster to advertise your robot invasion story.

Email Summer2020@wolcs.org to receive your virtual pin. Real pins will be given in the Fall.

Check Class Dojo for Pop-Up Events & the weekly Splotlight Reader.